Infrastructure
Hardware Solutions
As customers expand and upgrade their information
technology infrastructure, there is a demand for
high-quality hardware solutions — such as servers,
desktops, and devices.
These solutions are built and configured by i-TEAM
according to customer business needs and supported
to ensure customer satisfaction.

VoIP
From a converged IP infrastructure to a traditional
voice systems – or a hybrid combination of both –
Mitel solutions are the foundation for scalable
enterprise networks that offer compelling benefits
at both the user and infrastructure level.
i-TEAM will ensure success, delivering your
solution in accordance with project management
principles and best practices.

WAN Optimisation
The goal of all network infrastructures is to deliver
applications effectively to users.
However, maintaining an acceptable level of application
performance across the WAN proves a consistent
challenge.
i-TEAM has a complete product and solution of
application acceleration platforms designed to improve
application response times within central sites, to
branch offices, and for remote users.

Firewall and Security solutions
i-TEAMs firewalling and security solutions set from
Fortinet provides security systems that are the new
generation of real time network protection systems.
They detect and eliminate the most damaging,
content-based threats from email and Web traffic
such as viruses, worms, intrusions, inappropriate
Web content and more in real time - without
degrading network performance.

i-TEAM is positioned as a true VoIP solutions provider

Printer Networking
With costs being driven down daily, most companies
forget to focus on a central expense, their printing.
Most companies have no concept of actual printing
costs and when broken down, cost per page becomes
the real issue.
Along with specialized engineers our sales team can
audit your printing infrastructure and propose a more
efficient and cost effective solution.

Enterprise Networks

Environmental Management
RARS ENV is a TCP/IP network solution for monitoring
environmental and equipment alarm status in
buildings, server rooms and remote equipment rooms.
RARS detects threatening conditions such as fire,
flood or overheating before equipment is damaged
or destroyed.
A wide range of sensors, encompassing temperature,
humidity, water, UPS, fire, generator, low diesel level,
and door can be incorporated to provide a complete
environment monitoring and control solution.

i-TEAM Partners

Our Enterprise Network Installation service ensures
the optimal result while minimizing the risk of
disruption to your business.
The collective knowledge and skills of i-TEAM
engineers and the highest specialisations reduces
the risks, challenges and complexities of designing,
implementing and managing a network that meets
day-to-day demands and long-term business
strategies.
For more information visit www.iteam.co.za or e-mail us at info@iteam.co.za
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